Similarly, although monetarist economists have always stressed po� sible implications of a stable demand function for one class of financial assets -money -they have not integrated this into a fully consistent account of the demand for all financial assets and liabilities.
The main exception is a paper by Tobin and Buiter (1974� which developping the well-known Blinder-Solow (1973) model of fiscal and monetary policy, explicitly regarded savings as a process which a� justs wealth towards some target value relative to income. This enabled them to give a description of the steady state, often adu� brated in earlier literature, where portfolio equilibrium implies that both private savings and the government' s budget deficit are reduced to zero. They Here also able to examine the stability of adjustment towards the steady state under various assumptions. disequilibrium
INCOME FLOWS, eXPENDITURE Fl0�S AND STOCKS OF MONEY: THE S HIPLEST CASE
Consider the relationship bet'YJeen flows of income, flm�s of expenditure on goods and services and stocks of money, assumed ini tially to be the only financial asset.
Flo\>'s are related to changes in stocks by the identity I YP t -L\A t
where PE is private expenditure per period, YP is private disposa ble income per period and A is the end period stock of money.
A linear adjustment process to"lards stock flow equilibrium im plies that the stock of money at the end of each period is given by, n A t = ,:
putting ( a whole. This gives the key to why the dynamics of the expenditure adjustment process are pinned down by the asset income norm; the total cumulative gap between income and expenditure is entirely g � veroed by -is indeed necessarily equal to -the j,{:r.> of the asset adjustment and has nothing at all to do with the JLate at whi0h the adjustment occurs.
As we should now be expecting 1 the very different asset adjus ! ment process shown in Chart 2 has not made much difference to the expenditure adjustment, the mean .tag heing half a period in each case.
�!oney Values
CHART 2
A FAST ASSET ADJUSTMENT r:77/7 7:7;: :'=�------y E A Time
DYNAMIC SOLUTION OF A WHOLE SYSTEM WITH CREDIT MONEY
Now postulate an economy with no government but with a cammer cial banking system. We still assume that there is no financial as set other than money, all of which is bank money (BD).
In this world the total stock of money is exactly equal, by the balance sheet identity of the banking system, to the stock of loans. There is no logical constraint on the extent to which the banking system can expand its lending operations.
The complete system may now be represented, Unlike equation (1) equation (10) represents a complete flow system since it implies (with �L E 6BD) that total income equals total expenditure.
Defining loan financed expenditure (*) (LFE) , the national income identity may be expanted (12) where YFE t represents income financed or "endogenous" expenditure.
The agregate income flow in this model is governed by discre tionary expenditure financed by bank loans. We only need to postu late the same "demand for money" function as in section 1,
This does not imply that loans are always necessarily associated with additional act of expenditure. In so far as loans are the counterpart nancial portfolio decisions they shou ld, in this model, be deducted financial assets.
and of fi fro m to obtain the period by period solution,
The stationary steady state solution of this model, when the stock of loans and money is unchanging (and therefore loan finan ced expenditure zero) is simply,
The solution of this system as it evolves through time is represented in the following chart (Chart 3).
CHART 3
AN INCREASE IN LOANS IN A CREDIT ECONOMY WITH NO GOVERNMENT
, f .'
Taking loan financed expenditure as discretionary or "exoge nous", the solution for the dynamic path of the economy depends upon the rate at which people spend the income they receive 04 what (U110WLt-6 . to ,the -6ame .thing the quantity of money they wish to hold relative to their income flow. The system of identities ensu res that the three shaded areas are exactly equal to one another� riod by period, The national income identity can be vlritten as, where G is government expenditure and the flow of funds identity as, wbere T is the tax yield and GSFA is the 9!tO,�-6 stock of financial assets. Gross because it combines net private sector lending to the government, identically equal to the budget deficit, with pri vate sector borrowing from the banking system.
To see this more clearly, recall that,
and that,
we can write I
It is evident that the gross ac.qll.t.6-i.;U.OH of financial assets is also equal to the gap between private disposable income and in come financed expenditure.
The completion of the system of accounts requires the intra duction of the national debt and we postulate that the government operates a market in bonds which it sells to both the non-bank pu blic (B p l and the banks (B 8 ).
We nOvl have implicit in the system of accounts a complete re presentation of changes in banks' balance sheets. To see this consider first the financial counterpart of the government's expenditure flow system,
The financial counterpart of the private sector income expenditure flow system is;
Ther8fore, using the primary flow of funds identity,
It fa lows that,
Which, rearranged gives changes in the banks' balance sheet,
HOW DOES THE SYSTEM WORK?
If we postulate an aggregate tax function such that, and, as before, a linear portfolio adjustment process,
(where GSFA is defined as the stock of financial assets gross of financial liabilities) the disequilibrium solution for the whole system is given by, n+l {G t
and the steady state solution, when changes in all stocks are zero, is the familiar result,
As was shown in an earlier section the mean lag of private (� come financed) expenditure behind disposable income is necessarily equal to the steady state ratio of financial assets to income , i.e.,
The lag between the aggregate national nous" expenditures {G t
and n
The proof of this proposition can be found in Godley and Cripps (1983) .
The solution of this whole system is represented graphically in the following Chart (see Chart 4).
Hhat is imagined here is an economic system starting in a sta tionary steady state. There is then a shock in the form of a once for all increase in government expenditure and in loans.
Note that by identity 6L t = LFE t in each period and that the gross acquisition of financial assets (by the identity in (22» r� presented by the upper shaded area, must be equal in each �eriod to the sum of the budget deficit and loan financed expenditure i.
e. the sum of two lower shaded areas. The fl0111 of income financed expenditure is implied in the Chart, since,
REVISTA DE ECONDMETRIA
Note finally that although we have postulated so far only two forms of financial asset (money and government bonds) and two fOmE of financial liability (bank loans and government bonds) I no essential diference is made to the model by including other financial assets as part of GSFA (e.g. deposits with non bank financial intermediaries, industrial debentures or new equity issues) toge ther with the financial liabilities implied by these assets and the associated acts of loan financed expenditure.
HYPOTHESIS CONCERNING PROFESSOR BENJAMIN FRIEDMAN'S PROPOSITION
In a series of important articles Professor Friedman (*) has drawn attention to the stability in the us over a long period o� time in the ratio of total non financial debt (the equivalent in my model of L t + B Bt + Bp t ) to disposable income. The ratio has been pretty constant, Friedman notes, although there has been a marked fall in government debt relative to privately issued debt.
Is it possible that the model outlined above brings some illu mination to this problem ?
It has been shown that by accounting identity the acquisition of financial assets gross of financial liabilities by the private sector (6GSFA t ) is equal to the sum of the budget deficit and the change in private financial liabilities, i.e., is equal to what
Friedman calls total non financial debt.
We have also postulated a stable steady state ratio between the gross stock of financial assets and dis!?osable income, Friedman (1982) .
The hypothesis (33) and t.he accounting identity (32) taken to gether w0uld generate precisely the result no' ted by Friedman.
Thus the process represented in Chart 4, since GSFA is adj\l� ting so as to stay in a constant ratio to disposabJe income, must imply by identity that taLal non financial debt (the total of bank loans and the cumulative budget deficit) is adjusting by identical 1y equal amounts period by period. And if, as has clearly happened in the US, total loans made to the prIvate sector have increased relati ve to disposable income 1 it would therefore follow as \' lell that pubJic sector debt outstanding has fallen by an exactly equal amount.
Suer. a process can be represented graphically by the adapta tion of Chart 4 presented in Chart 5.
Honey vnlues
CHART S Between the two steady states the national debt (cumulative (G -t) ) must have been retired by an amount which exactly equals the addition to private sector borrowing.
AN INCREASE IN BANK LENDING

SOME PRELIMINARY EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Work has started on a systematic examination of the J.X)stulated stability of the asset income ratio using 30 years of post-wear U.S.
data and the results so far are quite encouragin�Chart 6 displays the ratio of private financial assets gross of financial liabilities to the annual flow of private disposable inoome (*).
This ex po�x ratio has been fairly stable in the U,S. over the whole period, and over the last 20 years or so it has been almost dead level at around 1.2 although there has been, as one would ex pect, a tendency for the ratio to fall temporalily in periods when income has risen particularly fast. Since stability is, though, a matter of degree the ratio of the money stock (cash ?lus demand deposits) has been plotted on the same chart to aid comparison.
Needless to say the marked degree of relative stability exhibited by the series measuring the gross stock ratio (its coefficient of variation is about one-tenth of that for the money income ratio)
would not surprise those familiar with the work of Benjamin Fried man's referred to in the previous section.
(,\:) The data used in thG empirica' work reported here are dGscribGd and presented in the Appendix.
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CHART 6 THE ASSET INCOME AND MONEY INCOME RATIO Now the asset income relationship has, so far, been written in a quite general form, but for the purpose of generating predi£ tions a simpler one has been chosen, a first-order partial adjust ment mechanism and equation (34) can be re-written as,
where a measures the mean lag between income and expenditure the length of which is, as has already been shown, independent of �.
Equation ( (>�) The predictions are "dynamic" because the predicted value of private expen diture is then used to generate the next value for the gross stock of fi nancial assets using the identities
The quotation marks surrounding better are used to indicate that the minimi zation criterion used here is not the only possible criterion for choosing between different pairs of parameter values. 
SOME CONCLUDING REMARKS
The empirical investigation of the integrated approach to the treatment of asset accumulation and income and expenditure determi nation proposed in this paper has only just begun (*). An obvious next step, for example, involves modelling the determination of loan-financed expenditure.
Even at this stage, though, the implications of the resultsr� ported above, if confirmed in subsequent work, seem to be of consi:
derable importante since they illustrate how stock flow norms pin down the flow dynamics of a very large part of the U.5. economy. In particular, the stability of the ratio between the gross stock of financial assets and the flow of private disposable income implies, as a matter of logic, stability in the mean lag in the response of private expenditure to changes in disposible income. For the post -war U. 5. this lag seems relatively stable and the mean lag between private disposable income and "income-financed" expenditure (which has been on average more than 90 per cent of total pri: vate expenditure) is evidently less than eighteen months long.
(*) The theoretical framework is at a rather more advanced stage and will be found in Godley and Cripps (1983) . The series for private disposable income (Y-T). aggregate pri vate expenditure (PE). and the accumulation of the gross stock of financial assets (GSFA) are derived as follows,
where Y. national income, is calculated as the average of the income an d expenditure estimates of GNP (excluding the inventory va luation adjustment). The series for the non-corporate busi-= ness inventory valuation adjustment is not published in The relationship set out in equation (38) can be derived from the asset accumulation equation as follows:
which can be rewritten as,
and it is evident tllat repeated substitution for GSFA t _ 1 will �el�
Now if we assume that disposable income is growing at some steady rate g, i.e., then we obtain equation (38) in the text, ii;-i--;:ii;-i ;"°1 :;;;;"°1 ;" I · ";";;; :';";";;;:;;-;"" 1 ;;:;;" "" I 
